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Abstract
Silicon carbonitride thin films of 480 to 730-nm thicknesses were grown on silicon substrate using ammonia and
hexamethyldisilazane gas sources using catalytic chemical vapor deposition process. Compositions of silicon, carbon
and nitrogen in the SiCN films were varied by changing the flow rate of ammonia gas. The effect of deposition
conditions on the structural, optical and mechanical properties of SiCN thin films was examined. X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy analysis indicated that the higher flow rate of ammonia gas results in higher nitrogen
and lower carbon content in the deposited thin films. The measurement of stress as a function of substrate
temperature in the SiCN film showed that the stress changes from compressive to tensile in the range of 275°C to
325°C. With these preliminary characterization tests, it is expected that SiCN nano-thin films can be used for
developing sensors for harsh environment.
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Findings
Polymer-derived ceramic materials such as silicon carbonitride (SiCN) are gaining momentum because of their
excellent thermal and mechanical properties at high
temperatures. In addition, the electrical conductivity of
SiCN can be tailored and characterized to suit specific
application needs. These unique properties make SiCN a
best choice for sensor applications. SiCN has the potential to be used for making heat flux sensors [1], health
monitoring sensors for turbines and power generation
systems [2] and high temperature pressure transducers
[3]. Because of temperature dependence on the resistance of the SiCN film, the potential of making gas/
temperature sensor using SiCN films is enormous. For
high temperature, corrosive and harsh environmental
applications in the agricultural and food industry, SiCNbased sensors are preferred.
Experimental methods for making thin films of SiCN to
facilitate sensor fabrication are being researched worldwide.
Radio frequency magnetron sputtering [4,5], pulsed laser
deposition [6], plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) [7], microwave plasma-enhanced CVD and electron
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cyclotron resonance plasma CVD [8], ion beam sputtering
[9], hotwire CVD [10] and other methods of depositing
SiCN films have been explored. The advantages of catalytic
CVD over PECVD and other deposition techniques include
higher deposition rate with lower strain, reduced thermally
induced stress on the substrate and low processing cost.
Parameter regimes such as influence of flow rates of target
gas and variation in substrate temperature need to be identified for effective deposition of SiCN thin films. This work
focuses on the optimization of SiCN films using hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) and ammonia gasses, and investigation of the effect of deposition conditions. The
correlation between process parameters and the structural,
optical and mechanical properties of the fabricated SiCN
thin films with various deposition conditions are reported.
Experimental details

The SiCN films were deposited using a catalytic CVD
reactor (Figure 1; custom built by Universal Systems Co.,
Tokyo, Japan) on n type (100)-oriented Si wafer of 380-μm
thickness. Prior to deposition, silicon wafers were cleaned
using RCA cleaning process. Tungsten wires of 0.5-mm
diameter were used as a catalytic filament and were heated
by flowing current. The distance between substrates and
filament was set to be 5 cm. The filament temperature was
controlled by flowing current through the filament and
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Figure 1 Photograph and schematic cross-section of the custom-built catalytic CVD apparatus.

was measured by a digital pyrometer (Chino 760, Tokyo,
Japan). The substrate was heated using an embedded
heater, and the temperature was measured using a thermocouple attached to the substrate holder. The CVD system
consists of a HMDS liquid tank. Argon was used as a carrier gas at constant flow rate to carry HMDS into the reaction chamber. The flow of Ar + HMDS and NH3 was
controlled by mass flow controllers in both gas lines. Before the deposition of a thin film, the reaction chamber
was evacuated using a turbo molecular pump.
The filament temperature was maintained at 1,550°C.
The varying deposition conditions are shown in Table 1.
The deposition time was between 10–15 min. The
chemical composition of the films was determined by Xray photoelectron spectroscopy using MgKα radiation.
The refractive index was obtained using a prism coupler
(Metricon Model 2010, Metricon Corporation, NJ, USA).
Film thickness was measured using FE-SEM (Model S4500, Hitachi High-Technologies Corporation, Tokyo,
Japan). SiCN film residual stress was calculated by measuring the radius of wafer curvature before and after film
deposition using a thin film stress measurement system
(Tencor P10 Surface Profiler, Tencor Systems Inc., Ontario, Canada) according to Stoney’s equation [11]:
σ¼
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and the film, respectively; r1 and r are the radius of wafer
curvature before and after film deposition, respectively.
Results and discussion
Structural property

In a SiCN thin film, C-N bonds contribute to electrical
conductivity and higher hardness, while Si-C bonds
complement mechanical property. Hence, the properties
of SiCN films can be tuned for need-based applications
by changing the composition ratio. The influence of ammonia flow rate on the chemical composition ratio of
the SiCN films are shown in Figure 2. Films deposited
using lower than 10-sccm NH3 flow rate contains more
than 40% carbon content. Nitrogen content gradually
increased from 23% to 39% as the flow rate increased,
while the carbon content decreased from 41% to 19% at
200°C substrate temperature. The comparison between
deposition condition of 200°C and 300°C substrate temperatures reveals that silicon concentration decreased
with increasing temperature. This analysis indicates that
the carbon content in the SiCN films can be increased
by increasing HMDS flow rate or by decreasing ammonia flow rate or both. The film thickness was measured
using an optical profiler and was found to be ranging
from 480 to 720 nm.
Optical property

where E is the Young’s modulus for substrate, and γ is its
Poisson’s ratio; D and t are the thicknesses of the substrate
Table 1 Deposition conditions of SiCN films
Condition

Value

Material

HMDS + Ar, NH3

HMDS + Ar flow rate

5 sccm

NH3 flow rate

0-60 sccm

Background pressure

0.13 Pa

Substrate pressure

200°C, 300°C

Filament pressure

1550°C

Filament-sample pressure

5 cm

The refractive index of SiCN thin films measured using
interferometer varied in the range of 2.5 to 2.2 for 200°C
substrate temperature. The refractive index decreased
with an increase in flow rate of ammonia. This may be
due to the increased nitrogen concentration in the SiCN
thin film. The value of refractive index decreased with
increasing substrate temperature (Figure 3). For fabrication of micro-mirrors and anti-reflective coatings of
solar cell applications, the refractive index of SiCN can
be tuned and tailored.
Mechanical property

The stress as a function of substrate temperature in the
SiCN film is shown in Figure 4. The stress is compressive
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Figure 2 Relationship between ammonia flow rate and chemical composition of SiCN films.

Figure 3 Variation of refractive index with ammonia flow rate for SiCN films.

Figure 4 Variation of stress with substrate temperature for SiCN films.
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below 330°C, and it becomes tensile as the temperature
increases. There is a steady increase in tensile stress once
the temperature reaches 350°C and above. The value of
stress at 50°C is 1,200 MPa compressive and at 400°C is
300 MPa tensile. The stress changes from compressive to
tensile in the range of 275°C to 325°C. Higher tensile stress
on cantilever structures made of SiCN thin films will lead
to fracture, while compressive stress will cause buckling.
Hence, during fabrication of SiCN film-based microdevices, it is optimum to do the deposition at 330°C.

Conclusion
Silicon carbonitride films were successfully fabricated by
catalytic chemical vapor deposition using hexamethyldisilazane and ammonia as source gasses. The chemical
composition ratio as well as the refractive index of SiCN
film can be changed by altering the flow rate of ammonia gas. The correlation between stress and substrate
temperature indicates that the optimum deposition
temperature of SiCN film for the fabrication of cantilevers and other micro-structures is around 330°C.
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